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PLUS: 

Marketers Will Spend Billions in 2022 to Better Understand Their Customers

The Vast Majority of Retailers Now Use Personalization in Emails

ROI Soars in Retail and E-Commerce by Using Advanced Personalization

There Are Many Reasons  
to (Still) Love Print:
It Makes Customers Feel Good!

Rethink Your  
Target Audience 
by Indentifying ALL 
of Your Markets

Use Personas in Marketing 
to Convert Customers

Motivating  
Like Buyers



How well do you know your target audience? Wait! Don’t answer that. 
It’s a trick question. If you started to answer, you might have a targeting 
problem. That’s because the right answer is, “I have more than one!” 

Indentify ALL of your Markets

 hen developing
 any print or digital
 marketing campaign,
 brands generally have 

multiple target audiences for each 
product or category of products, 
even if they don’t realize it. Take, 
for example, diapers. Sure, new 
mothers need lots of diapers, but so 
do nannies, grandparents caring for 
grandchildren, and day care centers. 
All of these audiences need to be 
marketed to diff erently. 

Furthermore, not every audience 
has the same need at the same time: 

Here are three ways you can look 
at target audiences diff erently to 
maximize every opportunity. 

�1. Identify your audiences—
all of them��

How many target audiences can you 
come up with? Divide them into 
primary, secondary, and tertiary 
audiences. What are the diff erences? 
What are the commonalities? 
How can you use this information 
to segment your mailings more 
eff ectively? 

A businessman might have one
need when racing through an 
airport trying to catch a fl ight and 
then have an entirely diff erent 
need when taking his young 
children there for a weekend 
lunch. A time-strapped mom may 
appreciate the convenience of a 
drive-thru after swim practice, but 
she may want a healthier option 
for her and her children at other 
times.1
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Rethinking Your 
Target Audience



 2. Identify and market to  
other stakeholders 

Say you are holding a community 
event. You want to boost attendance 
and generate excitement among 
attendees, but who else might 
you benefit from engaging with? 
Local businesses? The Chamber of 
Commerce? Radio and television 
stations? 

�3. Keep your brand  
proposition consistent 

Different audiences may buy at 
different times for different reasons, 
but the core value to each segment 
should stay the same. Whether 
a teenager trolls the McDonald’s 
drive-through at midnight or a 
normally “cook at home” mom hits 

the drive-through after soccer 
practice, the motivations may 
be different, but the core value 
proposition you present (quick food 
that tastes good) should remain 
consistent.  

How many audiences do you 
have? Find them all. Don’t leave 
sales on the table!

1  “Rethinking Your Brand Positioning’s 
Target Audience,” Target Marketing, 
July 23, 2018.
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Understanding Customers

Source:  “An Identity  
Buyer’s Guide for Data-Driven 
Marketers” (Acxiom, 2019)

Marketers will spend  $2.6 billion 
 in 2022 to recognize and understand customers  

and prospects across channels and devices.
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Personalization Is  
Worth Every Penny
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Advanced personalization reaps 2000%  
ROI in e-commerce and retail.

Source: “Driving Value with  
Advanced Personalization” 
(Liveclicker/The Relevancy Group, 2019)
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What Traits 
Do Your 
Customers 
Share?
Use Personas for Creating 
High-Converting 
Direct Mail Campaigns
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       f you want to convince a hungry family to buy pizza
instead of burgers, price and opportunity might be 
suffi  cient motivators to get them to switch. But if you 
sell higher end or more complex products, it often takes 

a diff erent approach. 
Let’s say you are pediatric dentist. Most of your patients 

are at least two years old, but the American Academy of 
Pediatric Dentistry (AAPD) recommends that children see a 
dentist by age one. In line with these recommendations, you 
want to encourage families to bring in their children much 
earlier—right after their fi rst birthday. But how do you do 
that? How do you break into the lives of busy parents and 
motivate them to do what is the last thing most parents 
want to do—take their infant to the dentist? 

Th e key word is “motivate.” Th e key is to speak to them 
using their language and motivate them according to their 
priorities. To do this, you can use customer personas. 

Customer personas are models for communicating 
with specifi c types of buyers. Just as with real people, each 
persona has a set of demographic descriptors, as well as 
other identifying characteristics. Take, for example, “mother 
with an infant at home.” Other than raising a newborn, 
what other pain points does this persona have? How does 
she make buying decisions? Who and what are her social 
infl uencers? Her primary motivators for early intervention? 
Her primary objections? 

Once you have this information, you can craft messaging 
that targets this buyer type, then identify the names in 
your list that match up. To help identify them, purchase 
additional information if necessary. (We can help.)

Remember, these are not characteristics of any specifi c 
individual, but an aggregate that you identify as your 
best buyer. In this case, “mother with infant at home” is 
balancing work and home life, wants to be a good mom, 
is concerned about fi nances being a little tight, and is 
infl uenced by family and social media. She makes purchases 
methodically and tends to be a planner and rational thinker.

Knowing these things, you can plan your mailing. You 
can talk about how early dental care makes her a better 
mom, and how, with early intervention, she can avoid 
expensive dental expenses later. You can note how, with the 
right planning, she can keep her work/home life in rhythm. 
You can also develop multiple personas and create relevant 
messaging for each one. 

Sound complicated? Don’t sweat it. It just takes a little 
time and practice. 

What Traits 
Do Your 
Customers 
Share?
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3 Reasons Consumers 
(Still) Love Print

Relax  
And Enjoy!
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When you want someone to feel loved, you invest 
in things that matter to them and make them feel 
good. Customers are no exception. When it comes 
to marketing materials, that means sending print.

Which Format Is the Most Enjoyable to Read?
� In Print No Preference Electronic

Books 68% 20% 12%

Magazines 65% 22% 13%

Newspapers 53% 28% 19%

              ccording to current research, information
                read in print is embedded more
                 deeply in the brain, is more easily
                   recalled, and is recalled more
                     accurately. But buyers don’t love 
print because they remember things better 
(although marketers love it because they do). 
Buyers love it because it makes them feel good.

Take, for example, research by Toluna/Two 
Sides that found that consumers see print as 
the format most enjoyable to read. According to 
the research, “Print and Paper in a Digital World,” 
consumers overwhelmingly found hard copy 
versions of books, magazines, and newspapers 
more enjoyable to read than their electronic 
alternatives. In fact, when it comes to books, the 
percentage citing preference for hard copy is up 
6% from the previous year. 

Furthermore, consumers see print as the 
more relaxing format to read, as well.  Eighty-one 
percent of consumers cited print as making them 
feel more relaxed compared to 49% who say 
this about computer screens, 37% who say this 
about e-readers, and 30% who say this about 
smartphones. 

Not only are electronic devices less preferred 
by consumers for relaxation and enjoyment, but 
Two Sides found that consumers are becoming 
increasingly aware of (and concerned about) 
the health effects of spending too much time on 
electronic devices.  According to the survey: 

•��49% believe they spend too much 
time on electronic devices.

•��53% are concerned the overuse of 
electronic devices could be damaging 
to their health.

•��71% believe in the importance of 
“switching off” and reading more 
in print. 

The percentage who believe in the importance of 
“switching off” (71%) is up signifi cantly, from 66% 
in 2017. 

With these data, it is no surprise that print 
is more effective at catching people’s attention. 
Two Sides has also found that people pay more 
attention to advertising when reading magazines 
in print (64% vs. 26% online). In fact, 66% of 
consumers say they can’t remember the last time 
they willingly clicked on an online ad. Nearly the 
same percentage (63%) say they do their best to 
block or avoid online ads. 

The takeaway? If you love your customers, 
then love what they love. Digital communications 
have their place in the multichannel mix, but 
when it comes to “feeling the love,” it’s still very 
much about print.

Source: Print and Paper in a Digital World: International Survey of 
Consumer Preferences, Attitudes, and Trust (Two Sides/Toluna, 2017)
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6Research shows buyers  

love print. Want your  
customers to feel good? Call 
us for help with 
your next print 
campaign.
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CHAPTER 1

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF INKJET
It’s Different Here!

HIGH-SPEED 
INKJET PRINTING  
 HAS ARRIVED AT GOODWAY

A new printer might not seem all that amazing,  
but trust us, the Canon i300 truly is.

 It’s the highest-quality inkjet printer in the industry

  It’s THREE TIMES as fast and TEN TIMES as 
productive as other printers

 It prints at speeds of 300 pages per minute

And you won't find it anywhere else in New England.

Be part of the inkjet revolution

HIGH-IMPACT PIECES  
AT LOW-IMPACT COSTS

By combining the media and 
application flexibility of sheet-fed 
production with the efficiencies 
of inkjet, the Canon i300 gives 
you more bang for your buck 
– without sacrificing quality. It 
provides full coverage with each 
sheet receiving up to 80 million 
droplets of ink that are less than 
the width of a human hair.

BIG JOB? SMALL JOB?  
NO PROBLEM.

The Canon i300 prints at speeds 
of 300 pages per minute with 
offset results on a wide variety 
of stocks. And, because it’s cut-
sheet, there’s more flexibility 
than roll-fed equipment, meaning 
it is suitable for all projects. If 
speed, personalization, quality, 
and volume are important 
considerations for your project, 
we have the solution.

INNOVATION THROUGH 
COMBINATION

For a long time, there has been 
a void between offset, digital and 
roll-fed color inkjet printing. The 
solution? Combining the three 
technologies into one in the 
i300. This exclusive equipment 
provides personalization, speed, 
and quality at all volumes. This is 
new territory in the world of print. 
We call it “the Zone of Disruption.”

Visit goodwaygroup-ma.com/i300 to get your free 
hardcopy book, The Designer’s Guide to Inkjet.

We have tried to organize the guide to be similar to the way a designer 
would organize a project – gathering the boundary conditions for the design, 
selecting the palette, creating a concept and tuning it for production. 
However design is often an iterative process and certain concepts are 
relevant at multiple points in the design process – so forgive us if we make a 
point more than once. 

The speed, productivity and fl exibility of production inkjet is helping print to 
maintain its position as a thriving and relevant medium for designers and their 
clients. We look forward to helping designers take advantage of the power 
that this exciting technology has to offer.

So go forth, have fun, be creative and get ready for the awesome 
aqueousness of inkjet!

Goodway Group of Massachusetts, Inc. | 16 A Street, Burlington, MA 01803 | 781-287-5666 | daved@goodwaygroup-ma.com
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Welcome to the latest issue of The 
Goodway Profit. This newsletter 
is designed to provide you with 
information that will keep your  
1:1 print campaign cutting-edge  
and profitable.
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